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ABSTRACT
Modern "High Temperature Gas Turbines" need very complex
cooling configurations. Not only the turbine vanes and blades, but
also the turbine discs, are cooled by air flow extracted from the
compressor. Therefore. rotor-stator systems with a superimposed
cooling mass flow are found in many constructions of gas
turbines. The hot gas ingress into the wheelspace between stator
and' rotor, taking place under special conditions, is one - of the
major problems in these systems.
An experimental set-up has been built to get a better
knowledge of the aerodynamics of such configurations. The
ingress of hot gas into the wheelspace with different sealing
configurations has been considered by the measurements of
surface pressure and velocities (using the WA-measurement
technique) in the shrouded rotor-stator-system. A variable
mainstream flow (Ma-number up to 0.7. Re-number up to r 10 6) with and without nozzle guide vanes - has been revlivtd, to obtain
flow situations approximating those in real gas turbines.
Parallel to the experiments, the flow structure has been
calculated numerically using a modem multiblock finite-volumescheme with non-orthogonal body-fitted grids. The influence of
the mainstream flow has also been taken into account. Two
different versions of the k-c-turbulence model have been used to
describe the turbulent effects of the flow.
Important features of the experimental results are as follows:
hot gas ingress can not only occur on the stator but also on the
rotor side of the wheelspace depending on the conditions between
the cooling gas and the mainstream flow. In real systems with
pressure and velocity gradients in the circumferential direction,
hot gas ingestion can not be completely prevented. It was only in
the 2-D-axisymmetric case, without guide nozzles in the
mainstream, that hot gas ingress could be suppressed
completely.Tbe numerical data has been compared to the solution
obtained by similitude theory as well as to the measurements. It

was found that the data correspond reasonably well. The
numerical results confirm the conclusions drawn by experiment
about the physical mechanism of hot gas ingress into the
wheelspace.
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nozzle exit velocity
nondimensional static pressure coefficient
radial velocity
circumferential velocity
axial velocity
rotor-stator gap ratio
axial seal clearance ratio
height of nozzle guide vanes
enthalpy
mass flow rate
pressure
static pressure difference
radial coordinate
outer radius of stator
axial gap between rotor and stator
seal clearance
pitch
temperature
temperature difference
turbulence intensity •
axial coordinate
absolute flow angle referred to axial direction
relative rotation of core
0 without superimposed mass flow (0 for c w=0)
ration of specific heats (c
p /c)
v
circumferential coordinate
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EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL:INVESTIGATIONS OF
AERODYNAMIC ASPECTS OF HOT GAS INGESTION IN ROTORSTATOR SYSTEMS WITH SUPERIMPOSED COOLING MASS FLOW
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of the gas turbine. In this paper, experimental and theoretical
results are presented for an enhanced understanding of the
phenomena affecting the ingestion. The paper is chiefly concerned
with a companion between 2D and 3D effects from the LDAmeasurements, with the numerical results in the 2D-case.
Bayley and Owen (1970) examined a shrouded rotor-stator
system with a simple axial clearance seal. They were operating
with no mainstream flow above the rim seal and they give a
correlation for the minimum coolant flow rate necessary to
prevent the ingress of hot gas. Phadke and Owen (1983) extended
this correlation with a variety of radial clearance rim seals again in
a test rig without mainstream flow. They showed that the
minimum coolant flow was directly proportional to the rotational
Reynolds number.
Bhavnani et al. (1992) have further examined the influence of
disc pumping alone on the ingress for a double rim seal
arrangement without mainstream flow. All these models are
relevant if the rotational effects dominate the mainstream effects.
The influence of external flow has been noted by different
workers. The experimental work of Abe et al. (1979) confirmed
the importance of this effect under the presence of circumferential
pressure variations. Other studies from Phadke and Owen (1988),
Dadkhah et al. (1991) and Hamabe and Ishida (1992) have
included the mainstream flow in the 2D case (without NGWS)
with pressure asymmetry in the annulus and in the 31) case caused
by guide vanes. Two important results are given by these works:
firstly, the presence of an axisymmeuic external flow tends to
improve sealing, and secondly circumferential asymmetries
promote the ingestion of hot gas. For a complete stage, guide
vanes combined with rotor blades, Green and Turner (1992) found
that the measured ingestion could be less than the ingestion with
NG Ws alone. It seems that the 3D unsteady effects reduce the
ingress of hot gas. The following studies by Chew et al. (1994)
showed for a stator-rotor system without blades that under
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INTRODUCTION
In modern gas turbines up to 20% of the compressed air is bled
off for cooling and sealing purposes. Approximately a quarter of
this air is used for disc cooling and prevents the ingress of hot gas
into the wheelspace between the stator and rotor. Figure 1 shows
simplified diagrams of disc-cooling systems that are commonly
used. A radial outflow of air is used both to cool the rotor disc and
to stop the ingestion of hot mainstream flow past the seals.
Higher gas temperatures at the turbine inlet, with a
simultaneous increase of the compressor pressure ratio, increase
the thermal efficiency of gas turbines. But a large coolant mass
flow suppresses this advantage and therefore the designer is faced
with the problem of minimizing the coolant flow without
reducing the life of the mechanically and thermally stressed parts

2
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Subscripts:
coolant
hot
0

nondimensional radial coordinate
nondimensional axial coordinate
dynamic viscosity
density
angular speed of disc

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Test Riq
A general cross-section of the test rig is shown in figure 2. The
model turbine stage included a stator-rotor system without blades
on the rotor disc The model turbine operated with cold air (60 °C)
coming from a large compressor stage. The static pressure
downstream of the stage was atmospheric. The mainstream flow
goes up t° m hotg as 6 kg/s, this leads to a maximum Mach

FIG. 3: CONFIGURATION 1 IS COMPOSED
OF A PLANE STATOR COMBINED WITH
A PLANE ROTOR DISC

FIG. 4: CONFIGURATION 2 IS COMPOSED
OF A STATOR WITH RIM SEAL
COMBINED WITH A PLANE ROTOR DISC

FIG. 2: CROSS SECTION OF THE TEST RIG
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number up to Maui = 0.7 and because of the atmospheric exit of
the stage to a maximum Reynolds' number of the mainstream flow
up to Red = 2 10 6 . The rotor without blades is driven by an
electrical motor with a rotor speed up to 15.000 rpm. The central
rotor-stator assembly was supported inside the mainstream
annulus by aerodynamic struts upstream of the guide vanes and
downstream of the rotor. An aerodynamic NACA-profile was
used for these struts in order to prevent them influencing the
profile wake. Measurements with total pressure probes in the first

different circumferential pressure variations caused by a variation
of the axial distance of the trailing edge, the measured sealing
effectiveness was dependent on the static pressure downstream of
the guide vanes. Theoretical investigations with CFD calculations
are given by Ko et al. (1993). Chew et al. (1994) and Guo et al.
(1994). These works have illuminated the presence of the gap
recirculation zone located inward of the rim seal. No experimental
measurements in this interacting zone are available to date.
At the Institute of Steam and Gas Turbines at the Technical
University Aachen, experimental and theoretical investigations
have been carried out into the influence of mainstream flow on the
ingestion of hot gas into the wheelspace.
Analyzing the basic conservation equations of mass,
momentum and energy (see below) it can be demonstrated that
c w = f(Reu• Reel 'Macl' c p, p/p i , geo)
(1)
The rotational Reynolds number (Re u) characterizes the disc
pumping effect. The mainstream Reynolds number (Re ci ) and the
Mach number (Maui ) define the working condition of the model
turbine. The static pressure coefficient characterizes
circumferential pressure asymmetries in the annulus on the hub.
The density ratio compared both the density of mainstream flow
and coolant mass flow.

Pressure Measurements

FIG. 5: QUASI 3D-LDA-MEASUREMENTS IN THE
COOLANT-MAINSTREAM INTERACTION REGION

About 80 holes (diameter 1.0 mm) for static pressure
measurements were made in the wheelspace on one pitching at
eight radius ratios. The innermost position was located at r/R =
0.46, the outermost at r/R = 0.972. A single circumferential row of
static pressure taps in the mainstream is located 1.5 mm upstream
of the edge of the seal and also 1.5 mm downstream of the trailing
edge of the guide vanes. This served to measure the static pressure
profile at the hub and corresponded with the static pressure in the
interaction zone at r/R = 0.972. The pressures for the
determination of turbine working conditions and the orifice meters
were measured with calibrated single-pressure indicators. The
pressures in the wheelspace and at the hub in the mainstream were
measured with a calibrated pressure indicator using a personal
computer controlled Scanivalve.

.•1

U/7.

"

Velocity Measurements

For the measurement of the flow velocities and the turbulence
intensity, a 2-D LDV-system with a 4 W Argon-Ion laser was
available. The signals are detected by a two-component
photomultiplier set-up with color separators and analyzed by a
Burst Spectrum Analyser. The personal computer controlled the
LDV-measurements.

FIG. 6: DETAILS OF THE 2D-LDA-MEASUREMENTS
INTO THE MACHINE
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Before entering the test section, both the coolant flow and the
mainstream flow were seeded with oil droplets ( particle size of
about 1 Ism). The optical access to the test section in the
interacting zone between the mainstream flow and the coolant
flow is realized by windows in the casing and in the stator disc.
Two different optical arrangements were used to measure the
velocity components in the mainstream flow, in the interacting
zone at the rim seal and by configuration 2 also in the inner
wheelspace. The arrangement of the two fibre probes for quasi 3I) measurements in the mainstream flow and in the interacting
zone is illustrated by figure 5. This optical setup allowed
measurement of either circumferential and radial component of
the flow field or the circumferential and axial component by
changing the fibre plugs.
The arrangement of the fibre probe for 2-0 measurements into
the inner wheelspace is shown in Figure 6. A mounting for the

revolving casing segment confirmed that, the following features
are available:
- guide vanes and stator: traversable in the circumferential
direction
adjustable seal clearance
adjustable eccentricity between rotor and stator
adjustable non-parallel axes between rotor and stator
Two different geometries are investigated. Configuration 1
which is arranged as a flat stator combined with a flat rotor disc is
shown in Figure 3. In this configuration, the seal clearance was
maintained constant at s = 1.7 mm respectively G = 0.015. The
hub diameter of both the stator and the rotor was 232.5 mm. The
height of the guide vanes was h 49 mm. The annulus had a
constant diameter and contained 30 nozzle guide vanes ( 12 °
pitching).
Figure 4 shows configuration 2, where the fiat rotor disc is
combined with a rim seal on the edge of the stator. The thickness
of this rim seal amounted to d e = 4.5 mm. The rim seal clearance
was adjusted to sc = 0.6 mm respectively Gc = 0.005 and to sc =
1.7 mm respectively G c = 0.015 mm. The wheelspace gap
amounted to s = 15.6 mm and s = 16.7 mm respectively G = 0.13
and G = 0.14. The guide vanes were mounted d = 3 mm upstream
of the rim seal edge and the distance was maintained constant for
all configurations. The coolant flow was supplied from a separate
compressor and ranged up to mewl = 0.03 kg/s. All mass flow
rates, mainstream flow and sealing air were measured with
calibrated orifice meters.
8 Fe-CuNi-thermocouples. 8 static pressure holes and 8
combined probes for total pressure and total temperature served
for the determination of turbine inlet and outlet conditions. The
online evaluation of the turbine measurements on the personal
computer allowed adjustment and control of the working
condition.

miniature 2-13 fibre probe (diameter 0 14 ram) was traversed in
radial and axial coordinates by an external traverse table and the
circumferential position could be changed by revolving the nozzle
guide vanes.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

flow Field in the Coolant-Mainstream-Interaction
Region without Vanes
For a better understanding of the 2-D and the 3-D effeca in the
flow field at the leading edge of the wbeelspace, LDV-measurements have been made in the same rig without and with nozzle
guide vanes. Figure 7 shows the measured circumferential and radial components of velocity at different radius positions in the
wheelspace for Rec i = 0.46106 , c 1000, Reu = 0.45'106 ,
G = 0.015. The flow structure is highly turbulent The boundary
layers at the stator (z = 0 num) and rotor side (z = 1.7 mm) have
grown together. The circumferential component of velocity increases slightly over a wide range of the axial gap and increases
sharply directly near the rotor surface (about 0.2 mm distance
from the rota). The radial variation of the measuring position
shows hardly any influence on the velocity profiles. The
circumferentia velocity on the rotor disc was 58 mis. The radial
component of the velocity shows that the radial outflow is on the
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FIG. 7: CIRCUMFERENTIAL AND RADIAL VELOCITY IN
THE WHEELSPACE NEAR THE RIM SEAL
WITHOUT VANES, CONF.2,
Reci =0.46-10 6 c -1000 Re u =0.45-106 ,Gc=0.015

FIG. 8: CIRCUMFERENTIAL RADIAL AND AXIAL
VELOCITY IN THE WHEELSPACE NEAR THE
RIM SEAL WITHOUT VANES, CONF.2,
Re c1 =0.46.10 6 c=1000, Reel .13.106,G c =0.015
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rotor at z = 1.7 nun and the ingestion of mainstream flow is near
the stator. An eddy in the rim seal recirculation zone transports the
mixed coolant-mainstream flow in the inner wbeelspace and there
the flow field is dominated by the inviscid rotating core. The
ingested fluid nms along the stator in the direction of the machine
axis. These results correspond well with the concentration
measurements. In contrast to the computed 2-D results the stator
side "suction effect" alone was measured. A very small eddy on
the rotor side could not be found, which suggests that the

boundary layer at the hub in the annulus has an important
influence on the mechanism of the ingress. By variation of the rotational Reynolds number to Reu = 1.13'10 in figure 8, the
circumferential component of the velocity increases proportional
to the rotor speed. The rim seal recirculation zone also increases,
which is shown by the radial velocity profile. On the one hand, the
recirculation zone increases in the direction of the middle of the
gap width (z = 0.8) on the other hand, the level of radial velocity
also increases on the stator side. In addition, the axial component
of velocity is given in Figure 8. It shows the separation of the
boundary layer of the mainstream flow at the leading edge of the
wheelspace. Directly at the hub radius, the flow is speeded up
over the gap width. At r = 114.25 mm at the stator, the axial
velocity is negative, the flow ingress into the wheelspace is
positive. Because of the disc pumping effect the axial components
on the rotor side are also positive. But the level of axial velocity
is very low and in the gap at r = 114.25 mm the flow structure
seems to be 2-D. But measurements have shown that the turbulence structure is highly anisotropic in the axial direction.
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FIG. 10: NONDIMENSIONAL PRESSURE FOR
CONFIGURATION 1
c —6500• e=1.7 mm Re cl —0.7410 6

Flow Field in the Coolant-Mainstream-Interaction
Reaion with Guide Vanes
The influence of the nozzle guide vanes on the ingestion of
mainstream flow is significant. The ingestion into the wheelspace
increases as the nozzle guide vanes are moved closer to the rim
seal. This is caused by the circumferential pressure distribution
with high pressure differences per pitch. Figure 9 shows the static
pressure coefficient measured with static pressure tappings at varied positions from the guide vanes trailing edge. For a significant
effect of this 3-D mainstream flow on the ingestion, it is essential
to mount the guide vanes near the rim seal. The distance between
the trailing edge and the rim seal is d = 3 cam. The pressure
measurements in figure 10 show that the mean value per pitch of
the pressure is freater than zero in a wide range. Only in the case
of Re u =1.2. 10° the pressure is less than zero at radial positions
r/R less than 0.85. Near the rim section
is greater than zero for

s
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all Reynolds numbers. These measurements have been made by
configuration I. In comparison to the case without guide vanes,
PS and Ay* was used to predict the ingress. If the pressure in the
wheelspace is less than in the mainstream flow, then it is assumed
0 in the Z-D mainstream flow without
that ingress occurs. If
guide vanes the criterion for sealing had been detected. Because of
the high influence of the circumferential pressure distribution, in
addition to the mean value of pressure, the maximum difference in

25

cp'R/t

r=

FIG. 9: PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT
POSITIONS DOWNSTREAM OF THE TRAILING EDGE
OF NOZZLE GUIDE VANES
(Mac 1=a787; Ro o =1.9-10 6)
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caused by a very small change in the direction of the mainstream
flow with the result that the boundary layer at the hub of the mainstream is aimed into the wbeelspace. The boundary layer
downstram of the guide vanes is thinner than in the case without
guide vanes. This corresponds well qualitatively with the
computed effects. In the 3-D mainstream flow case, more coolant

-15

flow is needed for the same sealing effectivness and the maximum
sealing effectiveness is less than in the 2-D case without vanes.

5

The variation of the relative rotation of the core in the inner
wbeelspace at the position rfR=0.82 for a rotor-stator system with
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outflow and mainstream flow is given by figure 13. The WV-probe mounted in the model turbine was used for these measure-
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ments. The measurements show that the disc drags the core in the
same manner as without mainstream flow if the relative rotation of
core for c w = 0 is known for different mainstream Reynolds numbers Reci and different rotational Reynolds numbers Re d .

- o- 1.167

FIG. 12: CIRCUMFERENTIAL AND RADIAL VELOCITY
IN THE WHEELSPACE WITH GUIDE VANES, CONF. 1
Rec ., =0.74.1 06 c =6680 , Re d=0.68 . 106, G=0.015

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Numerical investigations of the complex flow situation
described above have been carried out.

a pitch must be considered. In figure II the maximum difference
values in a pitch are given. At the leading edge of the rim seal at
r/R = 0.972 the effect of the mainstream pressure is significant.
Although the mean value of pressure at rfR = 0.972 is postive, the
addition of the maximum difference pressure delivers a local
pressure less than zero. This region is located in the wake of the

eflOiC

Eauations

The basic equations for prediction of the fluid flow in the
wheelspace between rotor and stator are the conservation laws of
continuum mechanics, namely the continuity equation (2), the
momentum equation (3) and the energy equation (4).

guide vanes. Moreover, figure 11 shows that the pressure in the
wheelspace decreases if the rotational Reynolds number increases.

In common tensor form, these equations read:

With it, the mixed coolant mainstream flow from the interaction
region moves powerfully into the wheelspace. The concentration

(2)

measurements in the wheelspache which have been done in
V • (p 7,0 9) - V • (ti en.VC)= -17(p + k)
+
3

addition to the LDA-measurements confirmed this result. The
maximum sealing effectiveness at rfR=0.972 was about 93%.
In addition to the suction effect at the stator side, figure 12

V • (Oh, 3- . (— +
c p Prt

shows the ingress of mainstream flow at the rotor side. This is

7

=0

V •(ti eff Ontir )

(3)
(4)
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Some important assumptions should be mentioned in this
regard. The equations are valid for a compressible but steady-state
flow. All primitive variables are density-weighted averaged
variables (Favre-averaging). A fixed cylindrical coordinate-system
(z,r,u) has been used, in which r=0 identifies the axis. In this
system the Nabla-operator becomes: V= a/az +a/ar +1/ra/a9 .
It has been carried out 2-0 calculations, that means the derivatives
a/ay has been neglected, while the circumferential velocity has
still been considered.

f2 = I - 0.3exp(-Re.)
where the local turbulent Reynolds number is given by:
Ret -- P k

(5a)

e2

-2/3V .;(itett V • ; + plc) - pe

k

t2

(6a)
Ri=(

- C2pit

-2/3 17 VO.Leg-V V 4- pk)
k2
e
itt =Cgp—

q)- V.((pLi-

Vfc)= R eif VV, •(Vi; +(MT)
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(ii edervIc; +
-2/3V • if(p etTV • V +pk)
k2

Prt,h

Prt.k

Pr LE

CI

C2

Cu

Cg

0.9

1.0

1.217

1.44

1.92

0.09

0.05

TAB. 1 CONSTANTS OF THE k-s
TURBULENCE MODEL
(5b)
The set of equations is closed by the ideal gas law. Hence the
Mach number is less than 0.3, variations in the pressure are
ignored for the calculation of the density:
(13)
_ PRef
P Rair T

-2/3V. V(.LettV • V + plc) -pc -2p.(VkI
V • (pee) - V • {{1.1 + 11-)ve) . C 1
Prt.r

(12)
r atv )
C )2 ‘r (1±—
1

In addition, some more empirical constants appear in both
turbulent models:

(7a)

and for the low-Reynolds-version of Launder and Sharma (1974)
(5b, 613 and 7b):
.(p

1
)
1+C Ri

Ri is the dimensionless gradient Richardson number (Launder et
al. 1977):

V .0)17e)- V {cu.+ _—)VC)C 1 -e- •
k
iFetIVV • (V•7 ÷(VV)T ) )

-

(6b)
This assumption is often called the weakly compressible flow
option.

2
- C2f2 pLk + 2 ETI
p (VVV)2

Numerical Scheme

(7b)

A modern fully implicit Finite-Volume scheme with multi
block technique and body fitted grid option has been used for
solving the coupled set of partial differential equations (2-6)
numerically. The SIMPLEC pressure-correction (Van Doormal
and Raitbby 1984) algorithm is adapted on a non-staggered grid,
while avoiding the cbequerboard oscillations by using the
improved Rhie-Chow interpolation method (Rhie 1981 and Rhie
and Chow 1983). For the diffusion terms a central differencing
scheme is used, while the advection terms are discretised by

itt = CpciP7

The model involves a damping of the effective viscosity (7b)
when the local turbulent Re number is low. Also the source terms
of the it and e equation are modified. The empirical functions fir
and f2 are defined by:
(8)
-3.4
fti = ex(

8
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The Launder-Sharma model is used because it allows the
calculation of ut without knowledge of the grid distance from the
walls. As a result no problems occur in corner regions of the flow
domain. In this model there is no restriction of the range of the
Reynolds number since this model is well adpated to both
transitional flows and fully turbulent ones. Both are important
features for the application in rotor-stator systems.
It is well known, for example see Chew 1984, that the standard
k-e-model is not well suited to high swirling flows as occur in the
wheelspace. Therefore the model has been improved by the
Richardson-correction. The turbulence damping effect of the swirl
is taken into account by this well proven correction (Launder et al.
1977, Srinivasan et al. 1980 or Sloan et al. 1986) with a
modification of the second source term of the e-equation (6). This
source term becomes:

The eddy viscosity hypothesis has been used to take turbulence
effects into account, so the effective viscosity p.eff is the sum of
the laminar viscosity p. and the turbulent viscosity u t. Two
additional equations for the turbulent energy k (5) and the
dissipation rate E (6) have to be solved to calculate the turbulent
viscosity which is not a fluid property, but depends on the flow
field. Depending on the turbulence model used, these equations
read for the standard k-e-model (5a, 6a and 7a):
Vk) = petiVc • (V; +(VVY)

(10)

2

its

Turbulence effects

V •(prilk)- V • (in +

(9 )

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Before presenting some results of the complex flow
configuration mentioned above, some attention should be paid to
code-validation.

F G. 14: COMPUTED DOMAIN OF THE
WHEELSPACE WITH MAINSTREAM
hybrid differencing in which central differencing is used if the
mesh Peelet number is less than 2, and upwind differencing, if the
mesh Peelet number is greater than 2.
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Code Validation
Two basic cases have been investigated: (i) the laminar fluid
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FIG. 15: COMPUTATIONAL GRID
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Boundaries and Mesh
In figure 14, the geometry of the computed domain of
configuration 2 is shown. The physical space is built up of 14
blocks. At the inlet boundaries a velocity profile in the radial
direction has been given, while the axial and the circumferential
velocities are zero. The temperature of the inflow into the
wheelspace is 290 K and the temperature of the mainstream is 325
K. The turbulence intensity is assumed to be 2% at all inlets. All
walls have zero velocities, with the exception of those on the rotor
side which have a circumferential velocity w of on. All walls are
assumed to be adiabatic. The rotational Re number is 1.13'10 6 and
the Ma-number of the mainstream flow is 0.18.
Figure 15 shows the structured grid which is used for the
calculation. The whole mesh consists of 10,075 grid nodes; the
domain between rotor and stator contains 7,825 grid nodes. The
large amount of grid points near the walls gives a very good
resolution of the boundary layers.

flow in very simple rotor-stator-systems which can be compared
to the similitude solution given by Soo and Princeton 1958, the
turbulent flow in a rotor-stator system with overlapping boundary
layers which can be compared to the analytical solution given by
Dorfman.
In figure 16, a comparison between the calculated radial
velocity distributions and the distributions of Soo (similtude
solution) for different mass flow parameters c w are given. The
numerical data fits the similtude solution very well. The highest
difference is about 4%.
Also in the turbulent case of boundary layers growing together
the numerical results, especially the core rotation, correspond
sufficently well with the analytical data given by Dorfman.

Numerical Data
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between coolant and mainstream flow can be calculated with the
numerical scheme sophisticatedly. In figure 20, the fluid flow at
the coolant flow exit is shown for three different mass flow
paramters cw . As the experiments show, hot gas ingestion occurs
on the rotor side of the wheelspace, if c w is not large enough. For
the highest cw value of 5062 no hot gas ingress occurs. As
discussed above this 100% sealing effectiveness is only valid for
the 2-1) case without guide vanes, i. e. without a circumferential
pressure gradient
Future work on the numerical side will have to do both: first to
improve the turbulence modelling and second to do 3-ID
calculations to include the circumferential pressure gradients.
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A comparison between the analytical solution of Owen and the
numerical data for the core rotation of a rotor-stator-system with
turbulent but separated boundary layers is given in figure 17. The
cis qualitatively given by the numerics, but the values of the
predicted core rotation are too high, which indicates that the
damping effect of the superimposed mass flow is underestimated
by the turbulence model, although the Richardson correction is
used.
If the low-Reynolds number turbulent model (LaunderSharma) is used, the core rotation is predicted too low also in the
case of c w =O.
For a radial position of t=r/R=0.815, the results of the
numerical prediction are compared to the LDV-measurements in
figure 18. The results correspond well qualitatively. As expected,
the circumferential velocity and the radial velocity are
overestimated by the numerical scheme. The reason for this is
given above: the k-E turbulence model predicts too much
turbulence in the core region of the rotor-stator system. Figure 19
compares the turbulence energy predicted with the measured one.
It is shown that the measured values of k are lower over the whole
gap. In the diagram= on the right of figure 19 a section in the core
region is shown. It can be demonstrated that the k-E-model with
the Richardson correction works in the correct manner, this means
the turbulence decreases. But in comparison to the experimental
data this effect is not song enough to decrease the swirl
component in the core region. Maybe some modifications in the
Richardson corrections will overrule that problem.
The qualitative flow structure, especially the interaction
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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